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Model defect treatment for 56Fe 

Henrik Sjöstrand and Petter Helgesson  
Uppsala University, Sweden 



Background 
• Model defect can cause dissatisfactory nuclear data 

evalautions1,2 
• A model defect: independent of the choice of model 

parameters the model cannot reproduce the true underlying 
physics.  

• Model defects can be treated using Gaussian processes 
(GP).1  

• We will produce an 56Fe evaluation by combining TENDL 
framework and using GP in the parameter domain for the fast 
energy range.3 

– To be compared and, hopefully, subsequently merged with 
the work done at PSI.  

Results so far very promising.  
1) G. Schnabel and H. Leeb, Differential cross sections and the impact of model 
defects in nuclear data evaluation 
2) P. Helgesson et al. , Assessment of novel techniques for nuclear data evaluation 
3) UU contribution to Eurofusion2018: VR contribution to PPPT nuclear data development: 
Evaluation of neutron cross section data in the fast energy range 

https://ims.euro-fusion.org/Workpackage#?aWpId=2734&aTaskId=4139&Job=Task%20Reviewer
https://ims.euro-fusion.org/Workpackage#?aWpId=2734&aTaskId=4139&Job=Task%20Reviewer


Energy-dependent model parameters 
GP in the parameter domain  

Normal treatment of model defect:  
Now: Energy-dependent parameters1 around ‘global’ parameters β: 
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•  σ and λ are determined 
by cross-validation 

• At each E:  
– Consistent physics 
– Meaningful 

parameters 
 

 1P. Helgesson and H. Sjöstrand, Treating model defects by fitting smoothly varying parameters: energy-
dependent model parameters in nuclear data evaluation 



Is this a good idea? 
We tested it with synthetic data.  

• Model: “Pseudo-TALYS” 
• Sampled truth: 
• ftrue(x ) = f (x , β) (1 + ξ(x )) 

– β and ξ(x ) sampled 
⇒ Varying model defect, ξ(x) 

• Sampled data 
• Energy dependent much 

better agreement with the 
truth.   



RESULTS 



All channels 
Point by point 

Integrated over 
the channel(s), 
including 
correlations 

Point by point. 
Error of best 
estimate. 



Long range correlations broken 



Testing with real TALYS1 

• Experimental data is treated;  
– data points are combined.  
– covariance terms are 

added 
• due to disagreement 

between  
– experimental points 

(OLS inspired) 
– experiments (using 

a maximum 
likelihood method) 2 

• to ´punish´ unconfirmed 
experiments  

1P.Helgesson, Ph.D. thesis, Approaching well-founded comprehensive nuclear data uncertainties -Fitting imperfect models 
to imperfect data,  to be presented 20180608  
2Inspired by:  G. Schnabel, Fitting and analysis technique for inconsistent nuclear data 
 

 

• Only the optical model potential 
parameters are energy-dependent. 

• Results should be considered 
preliminary.  
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Conclusion and outlook  
• Again shown that model defect can cause dissatisfactory 

nuclear data evaluations. 
• Model defects can be treated successfully using 

Gaussian processes in the parameter domain.  
• The method applied to the fast energy range for 56Fe  
• Next step, combine the results with the TENDL 

framework to produce an 56Fe demonstration file (2018).  
• Compare results with the work done at PSI (2018) 
• Improved data treatment (2019) 
• Use integral and natural iron data for calibration (2019) 
• Validation (2019)    
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